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60-day FRN Comments

On July 20, 2020, USCIS published a 60-day notice in the Federal Register at 85 FR 43866. USCIS received the 
comments below after publishing that notice.  

Date Commenter Comment
9/1/20 Georgia 

Morgan
I am strongly opposed to this "wolf in sheep's clothing" proposed rule.
This is nothing more than a cosmetic repair to the Supreme Court's conclusion 
that the way the Trump Administration tried to rescind DACA was illegal.

DACA has enjoyed consistent, overwhelming support across the political 
spectrum, and the DHS recission of the program in September 2017, by means 
of rejecting new applications and phasing out renewals is vindictive and 
politically motivated. It is not in the best interests of the country and should be 
rejected.

8/27/20 Cyrus 
Comninos

I strong oppose the unlawful actions that the Trump Regime is taking against 
DACA. The supreme court decision upheld the right of DACA to continue . The 
DACA members continue to make outstanding contributions on behalf of their 
employers , the health service industry, technology services , manufacturing , 
hospitality, agriculture, and the military.

I call on the Trump regime to follow the rule of law by granting DACA members 
the two year residency status that they are entitled to. In addition , I call on tn 
attack on ouyr he Trump Regime to follow the law by accepting new DACA 
applicants.

To Donald J Trump and his lieutenants , I wish to make it clear that an attack on
DACA members is an attack on all Americans as well as an attack on out 
Democracy

8/17/20 Erin Kaplan We are opposing Trumps latest attempt to undo DACA.

8/17/20 Alexis Self The United States is a nation of immigrants, let us not forget that. The Trump 
Administration should not be allowed to undermine DACA. It is appalling that 
DHS is defying the Supreme Courts order to restore the DACA program in full, 
and to keep current DACA recipients safe, by refusing to accept new DACA 
applications and by limiting DACA protections to one year instead of two. I am 
demanding that the Trump Administration keep its hands off of DACA.

8/12/20
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Cyrus 
Comninos

It is outrageous and highly criminal concerning the actions that the Trump 
regime is taking to undermine the DACA Program

I urge the Trump regime to follow the law by extending the DACA protection to 
its lawful tenure of two years and also to start accepting new applicants

Remember Trump regime that the DACA members contribute much to our 
society and represent thousands of potential votes that can be levied against 
the Tyranny and repression of the Trump Regime .



Date Commenter Comment

8/12/20 Lenore 
Madeleine

What would you do if your son or daughter, who had grown up in the USA, was 
suddenly deemed illegal and told they had to move to a foreign country?
Seriously, what would you do?

8/11/20 Karen 
Vanderborgh

We are talking about people's lives here. DACA recipients have fought hard to be
able to lawfully live, go to school and work in the U.S. Legally they have the right
to be here. The DACA program has gone through all the necessary channels and
is determined to be legitimately legal. You have been ordered to let it be, to 
leave it alone.

And now you continue with your meanness and pettiness and closed the 
program down again, with Mr. Miller, the epitome of coming up with all the 
ways possible to make immigrants lives living hell, in charge of the pitiful, 
chronic harassment.

Your cruelty is so unnecessary and heartless. And it needs to stop and you need 
to go away because you are the worst president of my lifetime. You need to go. 
You are ruining the country. I want my country back and I want you to stop 
tormenting innocent immigrants.

8/11/20 Sara 
Underwood

DACA has been an important part of our country, allowing immigrants to pursue
the American Dream and build a better life, as well as making our country 
stronger through diversity and wide ranging experience. To eliminate DACA 
would be a great loss of all Americans; currently the DHS is refusing to follow 
the law and accept DACA applications. We need to enforce the law and make 
sure that everyone who is eligible can complete an application and be given a 
path forward towards citizenship.

8/11/20 Janis Dufford Can we all please just leave DACA recipients alone?! If they are contributing 
members of society, don't commit felonies and pay taxes, they should be given 
citizenship. Most of them make far better members of American Society than 
the white supremacists that were born here.

8/11/20 Cheryl 
Brandwein

Keep the DACA Program. Do the right thing.

8/11/20 Anonymous 
Anonymous

As a stakeholder, I strongly oppose this proposal. The Supreme Court upheld 
the Constitutionality of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA). As a 
publicly funded agency, USCIS must fulfill its mission to Protect Our Dreamers. I 
demand that the Department of Homeland Security comply with the Supreme 
Court ruling. Any attempt to stall or refuse new applications for DACA is illegal.

8/4/20 Jessica Craven Ya'll, your attacks on DACA are repugnant and un-American. These are people 
who have trusted their lives to our country and our system. They have been 
PROMISED a place here. To try to take that away from them now is so awful I 
don't have the words. Shame on you for making this a priority. Go work on 
climate change, or gun violence, or something else that is ACTUALLY 
threatening Americans. DACA is a good and decent program and needs to stay. 
Thanks.



Date Commenter Comment
8/4/20 Anonymous 

Anonymous
I am appalled and disgusted that the DHS is defying the Supreme Courts order 
to restore the DACA program in full, and to keep current DACA recipients safe, by
refusing to accept new DACA applications and by limiting DACA protections to 
one year instead of two. This is absolutely unacceptable; immigrants in our 
country have been exploited, treated as pawns, and terrorized for too long, and 
I am demanding that the Trump Administration keep its hands off of DACA.

8/4/20 Lael Johnson        I support DACA.

8/4/20 
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GEORGIA 
MORGAN

I am absolutely opposed to the proposed rule. Ending DACA by administrative 
fiat without bothering to meet the requirements of the Administrative 
Procedure Act was a slipshod way to conduct the business of government. 
When the US Supreme Court found Trumps attempt arbitrary and capricious, in 
June, it ordered the DACA program restored in full and current DACA recipients 
safe - for now. Defying the Supreme Courts order by refusing to accept new 
DACA applications and by limiting DACA protections to one year instead of two 
is a cowardly and vindictive act, unworthy of the United States.

8/4/20 Anna Ganahl I am saddened and appalled by President Trump's ongoing efforts to 
undermine DACA. My understanding is that there is substantial public support 
for permitting children brought to the US as minors to remain in our country 
legally. I am among those who support this effort. DACA recipients are 
dedicated and capable members of our communities and stand to contribute 
to our civic as well as business and economic growth. It is not only cruel to 
threaten them with deportation, it is foolish as well.

8/4/20 Amber Sealey I oppose trump's latest attempt to undo DACA. Please allow DACA to continue!
8/4/20 Nicolette 

Atkins
I support DACA. The Trump administration must accept new DACA applications 
and must provide two (2) years of DACA protections, not just one as they are 
currently doing. Obey the rule of the Supreme Court now!

8/4/20 Jackie Ramirez I'm in favor of DACA recipients staying here in the U.S. because most of them 
came here as young children. Sending them away would be yanking out of the 
only home they have ever known. I also don't understand the logic in sending 
people away that have proven them to be an asset to our country. They have 
been held to a higher, stricter standard for immigrants. They have not broken 
the law. AND it has been proven that immigrants increase our economy which is
a good thing. It is my understanding that many of the DACA recipients have 
earned professional degrees in the medical and teaching fields. I hope that the 
decision to allow the DACA people will be made because it's the right thing to 
do. Thank you.

8/4/20 Bridget 
Bohannon

Immigrants have been exploited, treated as pawns, and terrorized for too long. 
Racist sycophants like Acting DHS Secretary Chad Wolf and Stephen Miller are 
pushing their anti-immigrant agenda through without proper procedure. I 
demand that the Trump Administration keep its hands off DACA.

8/4/20 Brittany Visser I find it appalling that Trump sought to end DACA by administrative fiat without 
bothering to meet the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, and 
that in June, the US Supreme Court found Trumps attempt arbitrary and 
capricious. The Court ruled the DACA program restored in full and current DACA 
recipients safe - for now. DACA recipients are as much a part of this nation as I 
am, and they beyond deserve to stay. I strongly oppose any efforts made to 
rescind the program and undermine the Supreme Courts' decision to protect 
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DACA recipients.

8/4/20 Kathleen 
Murphy

I am TOTALLY OPPOSED to this administrations attempts to undo DACA. 
Dreamers should be allowed to continue to apply and be given the full two year 
protection.

This administration is defying the Supreme Court. Their actions are totally 
illegal. 

PRESERVE DACA and allow Dreamers to remain safely here to pursue their 
dreams.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Murphy

8/4/20 Andrea 
Furlong

Please extend DACA. The people affected by DACA had no choice in coming to 
the United States. They were brought here as children and this is the only 
country they know. Sending them back to the countries where they were born 
would be cruel and inhumane. They don't know those countries. The United 
States is where they have lived most of their lives. They deserve to have 
confidence that they will not be deported so they can live their lives without fear
that ICE agents will take them away. The taxpayers of this country have paid for 
the educations of the DACA recipients. We should be able to reap the benefits of
what they can offer to society.

4/4/20 Jessica Craven Ya'll, your attacks on DACA are repugnant and un-American. These are people 
who have trusted their lives to our country and our system. They have been 
PROMISED a place here. To try to take that away from them now is so awful I 
don't have the words. Shame on you for making this a priority. Go work on 
climate change, or gun violence, or something else that is ACTUALLY 
threatening Americans. DACA is a good and decent program and needs to stay. 
Thanks.

7/21/20 Jean Poublee the children of lying sneaking fake parents who smuggled such children intot eh
usa shoudl be sent back along with their parentsto their own country. they 
violated our rules and laws for coming tot he usa and they shoud have zero 
rights to be in this country. we had laws on how you apply for citizenship and 
many do use the laws and that is ok. but when you have sneaks liars fakers who 
ignore americna laws they are not good candidates for americna citizenship., 
they lies and sneaked from teh begginning. that is completely 
unaccpetable.none of them shoudl stay int eh usa. they need to learn a lesson 
and they shoudl be deported to their own home country. they have ripped us 
off for half a million dolalrs for the raising of those kids who they smuggledinto 
this country and our own kids suffered becaues they didnt get he education 
they shoud have had with our tax dollars. this is fact is robbery ont eh part of 
those foreigners from places like mexico and centtrl america. they have in fact 
robbed us of the legal use of our own tax dollars since they stole if for their own 
kids. that is robbery and they deserve nothing. they deeserrve nothing other 
than to be deported as teh robbers and thieves they are to american.they didnt 
belong jhere in the beginngin and thehy dont belong herenow.you observe the 
laws in americca and letting themno observe oru laws shows that anybody else 
in america who observes the lawis a fool becausse america will let liars get 
ahead. that is what is happening here. outlaws who didnt observe our laws just 
violatdl them with impunity and now they claim they have"
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rights" to be here. what a scam that is. yoiu dont gain rights frm being a scofflaw
imo.this is damageing to us citizens who can observe that being a robber a thief 
and a lar and faker pays off. it is nto good to let these daca robbers into this 
country. send them allhome, parent sand kids and do it now. they shoudl get 
nothiong. noe anythhign becaues it rewards thievery and robbery.


